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(Duet with Michael McDonald)

Honey we got a good thing going
Its sure enough a natural fit
But you want your way and I want my way
And sometimes we just wont quit

The only way to get it right
Stand up and face the fight
It takes a little give and take
We got to bend before we break

We gotta deal with it
Go on and do the best we can
Things aint always gonna work out 
the way we planned
Well you know we got our problems
Might as well admit it
Just get on down to working it out 
Deal with it

Oh Honey if we run from trouble
Its gonna catch us in the end
Just when we think were out of its reach
Here it comes around again

We gotta work together
It could get worse before it gets better
When true love is on the line
God knows we gotta keep on trying

We gotta deal with it
Go on and do the best we can
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Things aint always gonna work out 
the way we planned
Well you know we got our problems
Might as well admit it
Just get on down to working it out 
Deal with it

(Instrumental)

We gotta deal with it
Go on and do the best we can
Things aint always gonna work out 
the way we planned
Well you know we got our problems
Might as well admit it
Just get on down to working it out 
Deal with it
Lets get on down to working it out
Deal with it
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